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ABSTRACT

We use the technique of Batalin and Fradkin to convert the second class fermionic con-
straints of the massive supcrpanicle into first class constraints. Then the Batalin-Vilkovisky for-
malism has been used to quantize covariantly the resulting theory. Appropriate gauge fixing condi-
tions lead to a completely quadratic action. Some interesting properties of the physical space wave
functions are discussed.
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The covariant quantization of the Brink-Casalbuoni-Schwaxz (BCS)

superparticle1 has turned out to be a rather difficult problem, if not unsolv-

able. The great expectation that at last a final solution is at hand2'3 has

been clouded by problems4'5. The hope that the use of lagrangian formal-

ism of Batalin and Vilkovisky6 can completely sidetrack the complications

in the hamiltonian formalism due to presence of second class constraints ap-

pears to be misplaced. The modified action of Siegel7 containing only first

class constraints can be easily quantized covariantly without any difficulty8.

Unfortunately, this does not have the same degrees of freedom as the BCS

superparticle. Introduction of additional first class constraints to cut down

the degrees of freedom to be the same as the BCS superparticle0 brings in ad-

ditional complications preventing covariant quantization with correct BRST

cohomology10. Obviously the presence of second class constraints, not to

mention the problem of covariant separation of first and second class con-

straints, spells out very serious difficulties in covariant quantization. Perhaps

we should look for alternatives to BCS superparticle as well as Green- Schwarz

superstring not plagued by second class constraints.

In this letter we consider the massive superparticle, for which all the

fermionic constraints are second class, to explore such possibilities. We make

use of the technique of Batalin and Fradkin11 to convert the second class con-

straints into first class so that Batalin-Vilkovisky formalism0 can be applied
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without any complications. It is to be noted that Feinberg and Moshe13 used

a similar method, but they were more concerned with Dirac's method13 and

the massleas limit.

We consider a massive superparticle for D — 10 described by the bosonic

coordinates xM(r), p = 0,1, ...,& accompanied by the fermionic partners Ba,

a = 1,2, ...,16. The latter are the components of a Weyl-Majorana spinor.

We uae a representation in which gamma matrices as well as components of

any Majorana spinor are real. The action for the BCS massive Buperparticle

is then

S = p dr{Ptl\i» - i6a^
a%) - \etf + m3)}. (1)

Momentum conjugate to 6a is

n" = -ifo0. {2}

Note spinor indices cannot be raised or lowered, as in our notations upper

and lower indices correspond to opposite chtralities.

We then have the constraints

d" = n" + i j f % « 0, (3)

with the algebra

We also have a bosonic constraint

1
- ( P

2 + m 2 ) « 0 ,

(4)

(5)

which is first class. Since the RHS of (4) has maximal rank on shell, i.e., for

p2 + m2 = 0, the fermionic constraints are all second class.

Now let us follow Batalin and Fradkin11, but working at classical level,

and introduce the pair of canonicaliy conjugate auxiliary variables (0a,fj
a)

(6)

We replace the constraints (3) by

These give us a set of abelian first class constraints

(7)

(8)

An action leading to the constraints (S) and (7) is given by

- J C

It is more convenient to introduce the variables

(9)

(10)



Then absorbing a factor of i/2 in \pa we have

S=

Let us eliminate »j™ by use of equation of motion. Then the final form of our

action is

S = r dr{Vli\x^ - i*_aY""«+,] + naJ-a
JTI

- ^ ( p 3 + m 2)} . (12)

This action is invariant under the following local transformations:

Reparametrization transformations

= 0,

se±a = * jjf = o. (13)

Local supersymmetry transformations

; = 0 ,

-o,

= £<,, 6«.a=0,

(14)

These transformations have simple abelian algebra. We apply Batalin-

Vilkovisky formalism6 by introducing the ghosts, antighosts and Lagrange

multipliers corresponding to the above transformations:

ea, (15)

Note x,X ^nd ira are fermionic and the others are bosonic. Using S to denote

the complete BRST operator of Batalin and Vilkovisky we have

= P ir>l»-a - \t{? + ma)

(16)
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Note that we have redefined, r;_ —• «JJ_ to make it real. Also stars are used

as usual to denote antiflelds.

We introduce the gauge fixing conditions,e = 1, $+a = 0 through the

gauge fermion

* = x ( e - l ) + £"«+«. (17)

This would lead to the gauge fixed action

(e - l)irx + »

Let us now define

=*'-+"•-,,
+ m

Then the action would assume the completely quadratic form

- 1)}.

We can eliminate e and TX using their equations of motion. Then

(18)

(19)

(20)

s =

This is invariant under the BRST transformations

SPll = 0,

= cat, 6B-a = 0,

SX = *ca = 0,

(21)

Corresponding BRST charge has the simple form

Q = X-i

(22)

(23)

Now observe that the action (21) is symmetric under

(*+,*+) ~ (*-,*?-)

Hence it is also invariant under transformations obtained from (22) by

interchanging ( 0 + ) T J + ) and (0_,tj^). Corresponding BRST charge is

(24)
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However since

it is not possible to impose both the conditions

Q*rhy = 0, Q*phtt = 0.

(25)

(26)

on physical states after quantization.

Since we have abelian algebra, it is possible to make physical wave func-

tions independent of ghost variables by BRST transformations14. Then if we

impose the condition Q$phy — 0, we shall find

(Q-m 3 ) * p h j ,=0 ,

Where we have made use of the representations, pM

•gjfc- • The second equation of (27) implies

If instead we make use of Q$phv = 0, then we would arrive at

(28) and (29) are two equivalent representations.
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(27)

»j™

(28)

(29)

Now the problem is that $(z",0_) has 216 components, while the BCS

massive euperparticle has 2s states. This is because ${xP,6J) contains 2s

Batalin-Fradkin decoupled components13. There appears to be no simple

covariant way of separating out these redundant components. On the oth-

erhand, if we have used the method of Faddeev and Shataahvili15 such re-

dundant components would not be present. However this latter approach

requires division of second class constraints into pairs of canonical variables,

which cannot be done for the BCS superparticle covariantly without intro-

ducing harmonic variables16.

The lesBon we have learned from our exercise of using the Batalin-Fradkin

technique of converting second class constraints into first class constraints for

the massive BCS superparticle is that the use of the same technique for the

massless case is not going to make life any easier. However, the case of

massless BCS superparticle would be treated elsewhere.
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